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To obtain a position that will utilize the skills that I have obtained from classroom 
and on the job training.

1999 – MAY 2001
BUTCHER/COOK - ABC CORPORATION

 Use butchers cutlery and powered equipment, such as electric grinder and band
saw, to portion and prepare meat in cooking form.

 Cuts, trims, and bones carcass sections or prime cuts, using knives, meat saw, 
cleaver, and band saw, to reduce to cooking cuts, such as roasts, steaks, chops,
stew cubes, and grinding meat.

 Cuts and weighs steaks and chops for individual servings.
 Tends electric grinder to grind meat. Shapes and ties roasts.
 Estimate requirements and requisition or order meat supply.
 Receive, inspect, and store meat upon delivery.
 Record quantity of meat received and issued to cooks.

1996 – 1999
BUTCHER - ABC CORPORATION

 Responsibilities My responsibilities on a daily basis includedPulling all the out of 
dates, Grinding fresh beef, tenderizing a variety of different meats,and cutting 
anything that needed to be cut.I also wrapped meat,and was also available for 
customer service

 Accomplishments I provided the company with quality cuts of meat
 Which in return provided customer satisfaction which greatly increased the 

sales volume
 The cuts of meat that I also provided helped in boosting market sales as a whole
 The customers became comfortable stopping by asking for special cuts of meat
 Skills Used I had to use a saw combined with a knife to master excellent cuts of 

meat
 I also able to grind high quality beef.

EDUCATION

Diploma - (Charlottesville Albemarle Technical Education Center - Charlottesville,
VA)
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SKILLS

good pr person.
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